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The Great Kiss!
The Month to Transition into a Breakthrough
Anointing!
Worship - An Apostolic Perspective!
Saturday, November 4, 2011
Dear Overcomers:
May the blessing of Cheshvan rest on you! Our new book, “A Time to Advance: Understanding
the Tribes and Months,” should be here in two weeks. Also, Daniel, Amber, and Lily are
reestablished in Israel. Their pastor, Avi Mizrachi, is one of our apostolic connections in Israel
and came to be with us this past weekend. He helped us enter into Shabbat and see how the Lord
is faithful to His promises toward the people of Israel, and is causing a jealousy to arise in the
hearts of Jews to recognize and worship Yeshua. If you were not able to join us, you can still
watch the free webcast replay that will be available through tomorrow (Saturday)
night. Cheshvan is a month reserved for the anointing. Many of you have encountered
hardships and trials and tribulations, so this is a time to cry out for the Lord‟s
anointing. Remember, the anointing breaks the yoke! Be anointed!
Opening the Doors of Heaven Window!
We continue to press open the Window of Heaven, one day at a time! Tomorrow is Day 40!
Remember that you can follow these devotions on Facebook! If you are doing that, you are
reading the prayer focus on a daily basis. However, for you who are not on Facebook, we have a
link where you can go for the first 39 days. Just go to http://gloryofzion.org/100daystrans.php to
read these in ENGLISH, ESPAÑOL E PORTUGUÊS.
I love how the Spirit of the Lord is meeting us at the Global Spheres Center. Our entire
Watchman Weekend was so wonderful. Last Friday night we hosted our Rosh Chodesh
Celebration for the Hebraic month of Cheshvan. We have loved the reports coming in from so
many of you who are following the 100 Day Focus of unlocking to set the course for your
future. Please write us. We are praying over each one of our donors and all of you who are
communicating or signing in.
Inspection Passed! We so appreciate your gifts that have continued to help us move forward.
We can now move into our offices! We will add the insulation covering ($27,000), redo the
floors, ($26,000), paint ($4,000), and install some cubicles rather than build out additional
offices ($9,000). Total move-in cost: $67,000! Keep us moving! GIVE $670 OR $67 OR
WHATEVER! This is all that is needed extra over the next three weeks. Our goal is to be in by
THANKSGIVING! You can give online, by calling 1 (888) 965-1099 or 1 (940) 382-7231, or
sending a gift to PO Box 1601, Denton TX 76202.

Sunday Morning Celebration Service at the Global Spheres Center (November 6, 2011)
I hope that many of you will be able to join our Celebration Service at the Global Spheres Center
on Sunday morning at 9 AM (CST). Allen Faubion will be ministering on “The Great Kiss:
Embracing Our Call to Overcome!” (Ps. 85) If you are not able to join us, you will be able to
watch the webcast replay through Wednesday night. Also, remember that early Sunday
morning we turn our clocks back one hour as Daylight Savings Time ends. If you forget and
happen to arrive early, you can spend time in The Arbor and enjoy all the breakfast snacks and
fixings!
DON’T MISS THE CENTER FOR ADVANCEMENT REPLAYS!
Last Saturday, we hosted our Center for Advancement course on “The Watchman and
Watching!” I am so grateful for the revelation the Lord began to show us, and how this built
from session to session. I began by sharing on “Watching for Healing and
Wholeness!” Robert Heidler continued by providing a foundational teaching on “The
Watchman Anointing: Standing Guard Over Your Inheritance!” In the next session I began to
share on “What to Look for to Get Into Your Cycle of Blessing!” Jay Swallow also joined me
for what turned out to be a totally sovereign time of dedication in the Israel Prayer Garden. The
Native American seeds he brought for the Israel Prayer Garden were such a sign of how our seed
and watching is connected with Israel. After lunch Linda Heidler taught an incredible study on
“Women as Watchmen,” and Anne Tate followed this by sharing on “How the Watchman
Gifting Develops and Operates.” LeAnn Squier completed our course by sharing on “Watching
at the Gate in Your Sphere of Authority!” All of these sessions, including the historic session
in the Israel Prayer Garden, are now available as free webcast replays through the end of
November.
No Thursday Night Corporate Gatherings at Global Spheres Center in November!
With the construction phases intensifying, we must postpone our Receiving Power to Build and
Advance nights of worship and teaching on Thursdays. We plan to resume with power and
strength in December.
Times of Feasting and Celebration!
We want to begin to entertain! We want to minister to those here. However, we want to
bring many in from the highways and byways. Our first dinner this year will be for Singles,
Young Adults, and Young Newly Married Couples (through Age 40 or Married less 5 Years)! In
December we will host our Widows and the above group will serve!
December! The Great Transition Month!
Special Transition Sunday on December 11th! I consider December our last push and then
boom! The New has fully opened and Heaven and Earth have aligned!
Stella Timmons will begin or first Thursday back on December 1, speaking on “Understanding
Your Image: Created in God’s Image!”
On Sunday, December 11 we will have a special day with two services and worship beginning at
8:30AM. The Van Ingen‟s, Laurie and Laurie, will be teaching on “Transitioning Into the New:

Successfully Entering Your New Beginning!” I will follow this teaching with From Darkness
to Glory: How to Wear Your New Mantle!”
Doris Wagner Update
Please continue to keep Doris Wagner in your prayers. On Sunday she was admitted to the
hospital with a high fever. On Tuesday, they opened up her knee to clean out the infection and
insert a new temporary spacer. This spacer is more secure than the last one and will allow her to
place a little weight and pressure on her leg. The doctors identified the infection in her body, and
she will be on a new antibiotic for six weeks. She is hoping to be released tomorrow if the pain
in her leg continues to subside. Please pray that the pain will go, this infection will heal quickly
and that there will be no recurring infection. more open door of infections. If you would like to
be a part of 40 days of prayer and fasting for the Wagners, you can sign up here.
Commanding the Morning!
Due to the current construction of our new stage in the Tabernacle, we shifted the location of
corporate prayer on Wednesday morning from the Tabernacle to the Garden. Deborah DeGar,
Joe Knight and Chad Foxworth led this prayer watch. Praying in the Garden at the breaking of
the day was a new experience, and is causing us to seek the Lord in new ways. You can watch
the webcast replay through next Tuesday night. Let‟s continue to Command the Morning! The
next few weeks, we will continue meeting in “new” places before returning to the
Tabernacle. Next Wednesday morning we will meet at 6 AM in the Prayer Tower and then
move through and shake the darkness off of the last Apostolic 5-Fold Structure and cry out for a
new glory to establish God‟s offices for the next season!
The Year of the Container!
During our Head of the Year Celebration, the Spirit of the Lord began to speak about containers
and I began to prophesy: “This will be known as the year of the CONTAINER. You will either
be contained or you will shout with Me and break out of your containment. Your house can
become your captor or your house can become My glory. This is the time for structures that
contain and stop the flow of My plan to be broken so allow the shout of the King to rise up
through your mouth. When you release that shout, walls and confinements will break.” I have
shared several times since then about the need to watch our ports and the containers coming into
our nation. Yesterday, news reports began to emerge regarding the safety of containers
processed in Vietnam. FoxNews.com reported: Exploding Shipping Containers Processed in
Vietnam Raise Public Safety Concerns in U.S. “Multiple international shipping agencies are
conducting a comprehensive review of refrigerated containers processed at a Vietnam port, the
Pacific Maritime Association said in a statement, after some units exploded, reportedly killing
two mechanics in Vietnam and one in Brazil.… The Coast Guard said it is working closely with
shippers and port officials around the nation to identify any potentially faulty containers, isolate
them, and ensure they are rendered safe.” (by Edmund DeMarche) In this watchman season,
continue to pray for the containers that come into our ports, and that anything unsafe or
hostile to this nation would be exposed and rendered harmless.
Worship: An Apostolic Perspective
We have entered a new worship season in the earth. I call this, “The Season of Harvest Songs!”
This is an apostolic season. An apostolic season is where we receive our call and are sent into the

fields that have been prepared for harvest. We have a mentality of celebration, work, war, and
triumph all expressed through worship. The harvest is a picture of God‟s judgment. Jesus used
this as a metaphor to make us realize that there will come a time when He gathers those who
believe. The harvest has already begun. It began when Jesus first came and now is maturing
rapidly. Yet there is a “tug-of-war” in heavenly places over who will control the harvest and
bring the resources into the storehouse. Luke 10:2 says, “Therefore pray the Lord of the harvest
to send out laborers into His harvest.” (NKJV)
Worshipping in Spirit and Truth is necessary to enter the war in the earth realm for a Kingdom
Harvest. There are many fields and all are being prepared for the harvesters, the
WORSHIPPERS, to enter. Storehouses are being prepared. The final theater of war will be the
War of Harvest. Harvest time is when we are at the end of a season, the crops have matured, and
there must be a gathering. Revelation 14:15-16 says, “And another angel came out of the
temple, crying with a loud voice to Him who sat on the cloud, „Thrust in Your sickle and reap,
for the time has come for You to reap, for the harvest of the earth is ripe.‟ So He who sat on the
cloud thrust in His sickle on the earth, and the earth was reaped.”
In God‟s Unfolding Battle Plan (Regal Books, 2007), I share the following: “We face a
multitude of wars in various dimensions and from every front. In the next 20 years, all nations
will reconcile around Israel, while some will arise to become dominant on the world scene. The
United States of America will attempt to find its voice new and fresh but will not be heard as
loudly as in the past. Mammon will be the greatest influencing force of rule in the world.
Bloodlines will continue to conflict with other bloodlines simply because nations are comprised
of people with unredeemed blood. The carnal mind will continue, as always, to be in enmity with
God and resist His knowledge. Antichrist will continue to have a plan to rule the earth. However,
the earth—again, as always—will still be the Lord‟s and the fullness thereof!”
Because the Earth is the Lord‟s and He has a plan of fullness, He has a plan of Harvest. Harvest
is a process. The grain must be cut with a sickle. What has been cut is then gathered into sheaves
and taken to the threshing floor where tools or animals are used for the threshing. The grain is
winnowed and tossed into the air, where the wind separates and blows away the chaff from the
heavier kernels of the harvest. The last phase of harvest is the storage finale. This occurs when
the kernels are shaken in a sieve so that the harvest can be stored. The war dynamic of harvest is
maturing at this time over this point of the process. We are in a shaking process. What can be
shaken will be shaken. The Lord is shaking away the iniquities in our lives, corporate gatherings,
cities and nations that would make us less “marketable.”
The key to our harvest is the weight of His glory. In the winnowing stage, the weightier kernels
do not blow away. In the season ahead there will be many issues that cause us to be tossed to and
fro. Without the weight of His glory resting upon us, we will be blown away and not complete
the harvesting process that God has released into the earth. We can only receive this key to
harvest if we learn to worship in Spirit and Truth.
Not only are we being harvested, but we are the harvesters for the future! Dr. Robert Heidler, the
incredible teacher that I serve with, recently wrote me the following: “Two nights ago I had a
dream. In the dream Linda had been out shopping and came home with a cardboard box. In the

box was a rattlesnake. She said, „The Lord told me if we would bring this rattlesnake into our
house and keep it there for three weeks that we would enter into a season of endless harvest.‟ So
we did. We put the poisonous snake in the garage and kept the door closed to make sure it
couldn‟t get in to the main house. We were very careful how we went into the garage because
we knew we had a rattlesnake in the house. I awakened and remembered that when we were
commissioned and sent, or apostolos-ed, we were given authority over serpents and
scorpions. The problem is the Church has been so frightened of the world that we won‟t let
ourselves get anywhere near its contamination. But if we will put aside our fear and bring the
world into our homes, not to become „of it‟ but to convert and sanctify all the culture for God‟s
purposes, we will see that we do have authority over the power of the enemy.”
I heard the Lord say: “Some of you are resisting bringing the enemy under your feet. That‟s
what is keeping your next level of portion from being unlocked. The harvest is yours. Do not fear
the enemy when I give you the enemy. Ask Me for your desire on your enemy. If you‟ll ask Me
for your desire on your enemies, what I will do is bring that enemy in and within three weeks
everything that the enemy has held up, confiscated, or taken from you, I will give you. The
storehouse the enemy was guarding, you will now own the key! There is a time that harvest
comes! Even if your harvest season was once captured, in My plan and in My season I can cause
a harvest season to come back around again. Open your eyes. Open your eyes of faith. Open
your eyes of expectation! I am a God that is able to bring harvest back to you. If you are willing
to seek Me, if you are willing to set your face like flint, I can bring the windows of heaven back
over you so what you‟ve lost, what has been walled up and stored away from your use in one
season, can be released now! You can see the harvest come in and secured for this day.
Worship Me in Spirit and Truth and I can cause cities and cultures that knew Me not, to be
transformed in a day. Hear My songs of Heaven. New songs break old cycles. Harvest songs are
being released. Sing with Heaven and I will send hosts to assist you in the Harvest.”
Keep moving and keep us moving,

Chuck D. Pierce

Key Resources to Help you Worship in a New Way!

Worship As It Is In Heaven by John Dickson and Chuck D. Pierce will bring you into a place
of understanding the Third Heaven so you can walk in the Earth Realm where you live. If you

have ever wondered what "Restoring the Tabernacle of David" means, this is a must book. God
is enthroned on the praises of His people, and from that throne, He governs the heavens and the
earth. When we worship as they do in heaven, we unlock God's purposes for our lives and for the
earth. As our worship goes up, God's will comes down. Worship As It Is In Heaven is a call for
the Body of Christ to rediscover Heaven's pattern of worship, instituted in David's tabernacle and
renewed through Jesus' apostles in the earliest days of the Church. Through our worship, the
forces of darkness are pushed back and righteousness prevails! Worship As It Is In Heaven is a
call to enter a fullness of worship the world has rarely seen--worship that is the conduit of God's
government of peace, justice and holiness on the earth.
Special: $13 (regularly $15)
With a new introduction, added chapter and devotional to accompany each chapter, this is like a
new book! The updated version of The Worship Warrior is a must read to understand how to
come near to God and overcome in the midst of warfare. The Worship Warrior helps you
understand how to move from one faith dimension to another! John Dickson said, "I picked this
up to read and sensed this was a new book that I had never read before! So many changes! This
book is built on the WAR to RESTORE our Garden Life through worship! Ascend, then
descend!"
Special: $13 (regularly $15)
OR purchase both for $20!

Warring Supernaturally!

Heaven and Earth are beginning to touch! The sound that is being produced is shaking the
enemy‟s kingdom. This CD has an incredible blend of four of the songs that God birthed
through severe warfare times, as well as four new songs and spontaneous prophetic
sounds. When you listen to this, you will feel like heaven is invading your spirit so you can walk
in a victorious manner in the warfare around you.
Tracks include: Crying Out, Glorious (Live), Breakthrough (Spontaneous), Praises Rise Up,
Glory Comes Down (Spontaneous), Supernaturally (Live), By My God, The Lord's My
Shepherd, The River Coming Down (Spontaneous), Healing River (Spontaneous), Have Your
Glory (Spontaneous), The God of Glory Thundereth (Live), There's a Rumbling in the Heavens
(Live), Be Like Jacob (Live), In the Shadow (Live), Pour it Out (Spontaneous), Judah's Mane

(Live), Can These Dry Bones Live (Live), Lazarus Come Forth (Live), Yield to the Drawing
(Spontaneous), and Judah Roars.
Special: $12 (regularly $15)

The Darkness Turns!

This CD includes the Hawaiians (who joined us at Starting the Year off Right 2010) and the
latest music you have been hearing from the Glory of Zion International Worship Team. Songs
include The Restoration Song (You Are Not Alone), The Journey, HE Knows, Planted by the
Waters, Fill the Room, Signal Fire, The Kingdom Advancing, Firesong, Oli Makapukaua and
more. Listen to this CD and allow your faith to be stirred to see the darkness turn and the Glory
of the Lord fill your atmosphere.
Special: $12 (regularly $17)

The Promise CD

The Promise - Volume One is the culmination of almost four years of studio work. Joined by
Aaron's longtime friend and musical confidant Sam Dickson, and producer Justin Rana, this CD
is the compilation of a journey that has taken this team into marriages, through miscarriages, a
studio move, and even a broken bone or two. The album consists of ten songs that, in one way
or another, reflect on a wide range of emotions, experiences, and exhortations that Aaron and
Tiffany wish to convey to their audience. The song “Finales and Futures” is so key for this
hour.

Songs include: Ready to Go, Do it Again, Have Your Way, Be Thou My Vision, Teach Us
How to Pray, Finales and Futures, The Architect, Corridors, The Promise, and Anatomy of
Desperation.
Special: $12 (regularly $17)

Seeing Beyond

Never before have I heard blended songs of the three generations coming forward like these that
have been captured on this CD. You will hear the release of heaven's spontaneous worship. Then
you will hear songs that were developed. The song "Dance, Dance, Dance" will blow you away!
You will be swept into a tremendous emotional release as you listen to "Teach Us How To Pray"
and "Kingdom Come." From the wild war sound of "Speed the Spoil" to LeAnn Squier's
"Heaven‟s Wings" which covers you with the peace of heaven, this CD will help you go beyond
your last place. Isaac Pierce's song for all of the prodigals who cry I want to be "Clean!" is an
amazing sound for an amazing time.
Special: $12 (regularly $14)

Letting Go

There is a sound in the throne room of Heaven that calls to us in the earth to let go and worship.
One of our most difficult calls in life is to LET GO and LET GOD. LeAnn Squier has
captured that sound of release. Letting Go is one of the most beautiful expressions of freedom
and joy that I have ever heard. Imagine yourself floating through space or walking on water. This
Gospel Music Association award winner for Songwriter of the Year helps to bring Heaven's
expression into your living room, car, bedroom, office and heart. The songs and sounds on this

project are a must to help us lose control of our desire and experience HIS desire for us. We
invite you to enter in with One Magnificent Song, let your heart be exposed, let the thoughts of
your mind be released, and let your hands be raised in surrender to the King of all kings. The
special sound that has been achieved on Blackbird expresses the cry of a nation for freedom.
This song, written by the Beatles about the cry of a young Black girl for freedom in the 1960s,
was chosen by LeAnn well before this election season. The prophetic dimension of this
compilation of songs for this time surpasses most worship expressions in this day and hour.
Savor the sound of Letting GO!
Special: $12 (regularly $16)
These and many other resources are available by going to www.gloryofzion.org or by calling
(888) 965-1099 or (940) 382-7231. Specials good through November 21, 2011.

